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Instead of Introduction
Instead of Introduction
During your daily work you are frequently faced with a
short or long-term need for information which will enrich
your knowledge, and make the process of decision-making
easier.
With Your choice to use the statistical publications and
services of the State Statistical Office of the Republic of
Macedonia, you have made one of the best choices to use
timely, reliable and comprehensive data from the Republic
of Macedonia.
In this Catalogue, we present a part of the statistical
publications of the State Statistical Office, and other
activities as well in the domain of data dissemination.
In order to meet the customers’ needs at the most
satisfactory level, the State Statistical Office constantly
improves its services, especially the development of
electronic products.
Welcome to the World of Information and let the State
Statistical Office be the first step on your way to success.
M.Sc. - Blagica Novkovska
Director
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The State Statistical Office:
The First Stage on Your Way to Success
Our mission is:
The State Statistical Office produces and disseminates
official statistical data on the Macedonian economy and
society as a basis of the process of decision-making and
information-based democracy.
The State Statistical Office collects statistical data
through numerous surveys and from many administrative
sources. These data are processed and harmonised in
the State Statistical Office in order to be available to all
the users in an easier and simple way, using the universal
statistics language.
Our products and services are available as:
Publications
Publications presented in this Catalogue are available to
users through direct procurement in the Statistical Office or
by subscription.
Direct Data access at any time
New data and information on the WEB site of the State
Statistical Office: http://www.stat.gov.mk
Data Requests by Phone
In a simple way and free of charge you could get basic
information for the country by phone.
Library
Library fund contains statistical publications of several
statistical offices and international statistical institutions,
and the State Statistical Office’s publications as well.
You can address the Library at any time when you need
consultation for the way of data using.
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The State Statistical Office:
The First Stage on Your Way to Success
DATA PREPARATION ACCORDING TO THE USERS’
NEEDS
For all the statistical data you could not find in the
publications, the State Statistical Office prepares data
in accordance with Your needs.
For all the information that you are seeking and you
can not manage to find anywhere else, do not hesitate to
contact the State Statistical Office, where a team of experts
is always at your disposal in order to prepare all the data
according to your needs.
The State Statistical Office, with this service for data
preparation according to the users’ needs - accomplishes:
− The quickest data preparation by the team of experts;
− Updated and relevant statistical data and information;
− In 24 hours time, information about possibilities and
ways of request replying;
− Consultations and professional help for better usage
of data;
− Data deliverance in Macedonian and English language
and on separate media: paper, e-mail, fax, CD Roms and
diskettes.
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General and Regional Statistics
Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of Macedonia,
2009
The most comprehensive edition with data on the socioeconomic and political life in the Republic of Macedonia.
Annual data and time series on population, employment,
industry, trade, gross domestic product, education and many
others, are giving a statistical panorama of the Republic of
Macedonia, especially of its place in Europe and the world.
63 €
Macedonian and English
600 pages

Macedonia in Figures 2009
The basic statistical data regarding the economy and
social life in Macedonia presented in this publication allow
you to reach at any time the data you most frequently
need.
5€
Macedonian and English
45 pages
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General and Regional Statistics
Regions of the Republic of Macedonia, 2009
This publication contains data with socio-economic
indicators for the eight regions in the Republic of
Macedonia.
With tables, maps and comments concerning the data, it
is easy to recognize the similarities and differences between
the regions.
With this publication, the planning process on regional
level will be better and easier.
7€
Macedonian
54 pages

Preliminary Statistical Data for the Republic of
Macedonia, 2009
Estimates of basic economic aggregates: GDP, prices,
industrial production, agricultural production, wages,
employment, are presented in this publication before the
end of the current year.
5€
Macedonian
31 pages

Monthly Statistical Bulletin
Conjectural data on industry, agriculture, forestry,
construction, transport, turnover, prices and employment.
Data series for several years have made this edition a
useful guide for following the economic phenomena for a
longer period of time.
8 € - Macedonian and English
71 pages
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General and Regional Statistics
Short-term Statistical Data on Economic Movements in
the Republic of Macedonia
This monthly publication offers a wide range of shortterm data, accompanied with short comments.
Inside this publication you can find information about
industrial production, construction, wages and employment,
forestry, foreign trade, catering, tourism, agriculture and
many other areas.
5€
Macedonian
28 pages

Environmental statistics, 2009
The publication contains large set of indicators on living
environment, which are available in these and in other
institutions in the Republic of Macedonia and which show
the quality of the living environment media (water, air, soil),
the environmental problems (the depletion of the ozone
layer and the climate changes, the protection of the living
environment and the loss of the bio-diversity, the producing
of waste and its management) and the sector policy making
(indicators connected to agriculture, forestry, tourism and
the living environment protection policy instruments).
8€
Macedonian and English
157 pages
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Population and Social Statistics
Women and Men in Macedonia, 2010
This publication offers you various data on women and
men in the Republic of Macedonia from different aspects.
Complete your analyses on the status of women and
men in the Republic of Macedonia with statistical data on
education, vital aspects, living standards, legal system and
etc.
3€
Macedonian and English
69 pages

Natural Movement of the Population, 2009
The Statistical Review contains vital statistical data on:
births, deaths, marriages and divorces, on national and
regional level and by municipalities.
17 €
Macedonian and English
115 pages
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Population and Social Statistics
Estimations of the Population by Sex, Age and
Municipalities, 2009
When preparing the macroeconomic and marketing plans,
a starting base is the population status. This publication with
estimated population data by sex and by age on a state
level and by municipalities could be useful for preparing
different types of plans.
10 €
Macedonian and English
67 pages

Migrations, 2009
In the publication are presented basic data on internal
migrations movements in the Republic of Macedonia by
municipalities by several topics.
8€
Macedonian and English
109 pages

Primary and Secondary Schools at the End of the
School Year 2008/2009
This publication contains more data on primary and
secondary schools in the Republic of Macedonia at the
end of the school year 2008/2009 according to the number
of primary and secondary schools in the Republic of
Macedonia, the way of work, characteristics of classes,
sex and pupils' ethnic affiliation, data on teachers and
professional workers. Here are contained data on schools
with teaching capabilities in Albanian, Turkish and Serbian
language.
9€
Macedonian and English
12

63 pages

Population and Social Statistics
Primary and Secondary Schools at the Beginning of the
School Year 2009/2010
In this publication are presented data on the number of
primary and secondary schools (regular, special, for adults),
data on the enrolled pupils according to many features, data
on pupils which use free transport and data on teachers and
professional workers according to different features.
7€
Macedonian and English
42 pages

Enrolled Students at Universities and Colleges in
2009/2010
Statistical data on enrolled students by type of colleges,
groups, sections and departments, years of the studies, age,
ethnicity and citizenship, place of permanent residence.
The publication also contains data on professors and
associates in the teaching process according to scientific
qualifications, working time, age, sex and ethnicity.
7€
Macedonian and English
102 pages
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Population and Social Statistics
Graduated Students, Science Specialists, Masters and
Doctors of Science, 2009
In this statistical publication are published data on
graduated students at tertiary institutions in 2009 and data
on Masters and Doctors of Science.
6€
Macedonian and English
61 pages

Enrolled Persons on Postgraduate Studies, 2008/2009
The publication contains data on enrolled persons on
postgraduate studies at the tertiary institutions for Masters
and Specialists in 2008/2009 and persons who have
submitted doctoral dissertation in 2008.
4€
Macedonian and English
77 pages
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Population and Social Statistics
Pre-school Organisations and Infant Schools at Primary
Schools for Children Care and Upbringing, 2009
The publication contains data on children in pre-school
organisations according to language, half-day stay and food,
use of participation, according to sex and age, occupation of
parents - guardians. Here are contained data on employed
in pre-school organisations according to qualification and
ethnic affiliation. The publication is enriched with data by
municipalities and regions.
7€
Macedonian and English
35 pages

Social Welfare of Children, Youth and Adult Persons,
2009/2010
The publication contains data on homes for pupilsstudents, users of social welfare; homes for accommodation
of children without parents and parental care; organisations
for accommodation of children and youths with psychophysical developmental disorder; organisations for
professional
rehabilitation
and
organisations
for
accommodation and care for adult persons. Data regarding
the Institutions for social care and welfare of children and
child's supplement are also presented in this publication.
The publication is enriched with data by municipalities and
by regions.
7€
Macedonian and English
51 pages
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Population and Social Statistics
Perpetrators of Criminal Offences in 2009
This publication contains statistical data which are result
of the regular annual statistical surveys and they provide
data on perpetrators of crime actions, in all phases of the
procedure, starting from the submission of the report till the
final sentence.
9€
Macedonian and English
135 pages
Culture and Public Informing, 2009
In this edition you can find collected statistical data
from the domain of several spheres of culture and public
informing. Namely, through the statistical data contained
in this publication you can find out what are the conditions
like within the public broadcasting enterprises and trade
broadcasting companies, cinemas, theatres, professional
ensembles and orchestras, fine art activity and museums,
archives and other areas.
7 €			
Macedonian and English
70 pages

		

Publishing Activity in 2009
Statistical data on publishing activity in the Republic of
Macedonia: published books and booklets; newspapers
and magazines in accordance with range and sort of edition,
language of publishing, sort of publisher, edition purposes
and time of publishing.
All types of data are presented according to numbers of
titles and circulation. The books, booklets and magazines,
according to the sort of edition, are classified according to
the Universal Decimal Classification.
7€
Macedonian and English
16

41 pages

Population and Social Statistics
Scientific - Research Activity, 2009
Scientific-research activity is the main starting point for
the development of each country. This publication offers
data on the conditions in the Republic of Macedonia in this
field.
The greatest advantage of this publication is the fact
that it offers internationally comparable statistical data. The
statistical data are referring to the number of employees
in scientific - research organisations, colleges and other
facilities according to the educational background, who work
in the research field shorter than full - time work, finished
and unfinished scientific projects, incomes and costs.
12 €
Macedonian and English
119 pages

Innovation Activity, 2006-2008
Innovation activity survey contains data about innovation
activity in the Republic of Macedonia in economy and
services as well as about the means spent in innovation
activity.
This publication contains information on goods and
innovation processes, as well as on the organisational and
marketing innovations for the three-year period 2006-2008.
Especially important in this publication is the fact that the
effects from the innovation activities of the business entities
can be realised.
10 €
Macedonian and English
98 pages
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National Economy and Finances
Gross Domestic Product, 2008
The publication contains detailed annual data on GPD
by current and constant prices. Approximately in 40 tables
are given data on: basic macroeconomic indicators for the
development of the Republic of Macedonia; basic GDP
categories calculated by production method, divided by
activities according to the National Classification of Activities;
by institutional sectors; business entities’ largeness; GDP
cost aggregates, where the households' consumption
is divided on a products level according to the COICOP
classification, and the gross fixed capital formation divided
according to CPA classification.
15 €
Macedonian and English
79 pages

Gross Fixed Capital Formation, 2008
The statistical overview of gross fixed capital formation
for 2008 contains data on the value of gross fixed capital
formation in enterprises and other legal entities from
the social, private, cooperative, mixed and state type of
ownership. There are also data on investments of entities
which do not have legal status.
Presented data refer to: gross fixed capital formation
by technical structure, investment purpose, and type of
investments.
In this overview there are data on legal entities’
investments by municipalities.
7€
Macedonian and English
61 pages
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National Economy and Finances
Supply and Use Tables of Commodities and Services,
2007
This publication will allow the scientific public to prepare
detailed macroeconomic analyses.
The supply table gives detailed picture of goods and
services in the Republic of Macedonia, while the use
table shows the intermediate consumption by products
and activities, the final consumption, the investments thus
providing you with a basis for making macroeconomic
analyses.
4€
Macedonian and English
35 pages
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Incomes, Consumption and Prices
Household Consumption, 2009
The preparation of the marketing analyses and plans
starts with suitable analysis of trends of the population's
consumption. Data in this publication refer to the average
available means according to sources, scope of used
means according to several types and quantities of spent
food commodities and other products for personal usage.
Besides this, the publication offers information about the
conditions of housing, housing provided with durable goods
and also about the subjective opinion of the households for
their living standard.
11 €
Macedonian and English
117 pages

Labour Force Survey 2009
This publication presents basic results of the Labour
Force Survey. The survey, completely harmonised with
ILO standards, is the most comprehensive data source for
the status and the movement of the labour market in the
Republic of Macedonia.
The publication contains data on the structure of
labour force, employment and unemployment by age,
gender, previous education and other types, data on
additional engagement of employees, and data on inactive
population.
10 €
Macedonian and English
75 pages
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Incomes, Consumption and Prices
Employees and Net-Wages, 2009
The publication- "Employees and net-wages" is edited
once a year with status in October. There are data on
employees and net-wages by personnel register, by the
types: gender, age, activity, type of ownership, previous
education and working time. Besides this, there are data
presented about the structure of employees by the amount
payment of net-wages by employee, structure of business
subjects by the amount of lowest and highest net-wages by
employee and etc.
6€
Macedonian and English
39 pages
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Agriculture
Crop Production, Fruit-Growing and Viticulture, 2009
Statistical data on planted areas and yields, total
production and production per unit area of agricultural
products in the Republic of Macedonia, by municipalities,
are the main characteristics of this publication.
11 €
Macedonian and English
57 pages

Forestry, 2009
In this statistical review are presented statistical data
on timber harvested, afforestation, care and melioration,
forested area, mechanization and traffic facilities, forest
damages and data on game shot, on the level of Macedonia
and by statistical regions.
4€
Macedonian and English
31 pages
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Industry
Industry, 2009
There are presented data on indexes of the industrial
production, indexes of employees in industry, as well as
natural indicators for chosen industrial products.
7€
macedonian
45 pages

Construction and Dwelling Buildings, 2005 - 2009
This publication contains statistical data on accomplished
construction works' value, by type of building, number
of objects, finished dwellings by type, dwellings' price,
demolished dwellings, consumption of construction and
power material.
7€
Macedonian and English
30 pages
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Foreign Trade
Foreign Trade, 2008
This statistical review contains data about stock
exchange abroad, according to the economic purpose
of products, degree of processing, countries with highest
extent of exchange, economic groups of countries, the most
important products, etc.
33 €
Macedonian and English
497 pages

Unit Value Index of Exported and Imported Goods,
2008
The publication presents the monthly unit value and
volume indexes of the exported and imported goods in the
Republic of Macedonia in 2008.
Also, it provides more indicators for following the price and
quantitative changes in export and import of commodities.
6€
Macedonian and English
35 pages
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Transport,Tourism and other Industry
Services
Transport and Communications, 2009
This publication presents data on transport of passengers
and goods in road, railway, air, city and inland traffics, data
on road network, number of registered motor vehicles, as
well as data on traffic accidents, telecommunication and
postal traffic.
12 €
Macedonian and English
86 pages

Tourism, 2005 - 2009
Data on the number of tourists and accomplished nights
spent by domestic and foreign tourists per months and
years are presented in the publication. Annual data about
the conditions in tourism in the Republic of Macedonia, by
municipalities, refer to tourists by types of places, types and
categories of object, by tourists’ country.
7€
Macedonian and English
34 pages
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Useful information
Dear Customers,
The State Statistical Office of the Republic of Macedonia
is a competent institution in the field of statistics. Our mission
is to provide objective statistical information and analysis
to users, which are necessary to support the democratic
processes in the Country, improve the process of decisionmaking and research work.
All editions of the State Statistical Office are grouped in
the following areas:
1. General and regional statistics
2. Population and social statistics
3. National economy and finances
4. Incomes, consumption and prices
5. Agriculture
6. Industry
7. External trade
8. Transport, tourism and other services
9. Environment
Ordering of and subscription to the publications
Address: Dame Gruev 4, Skopje, Republic of Macedonia
Phone:+389 (0)2 3295 850
Fax:

+389 (0)2 3111 336

e-mail: publikum@stat.gov.mk
Individual data requests
Phone: +389 (0)2 3295 741
Fax: +389 (0)2 3111 336
e-mail: info@stat.gov.mk
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